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0. Introduction

In our previous joint work [10], we discussed the structure of Fock represen-

tations of the Virasoro algebra. In this note, we treat the Fermion version and

show that the physical states corresponding to suitable Maya diagrams give the

irreducible decomposition of the spinor representations of the Virasoro algebra.

The author is grateful to Professor T. Miwa for his kind interest and sug-

gestions on the translation invariant property of our operators.

1. Spinor representations of the Virasoro algebra

Let A be a Clifford algebra generated by 1 and {ψH9 ψ*}neZ satisfying the

following anti-commuting relations:

ΨmΦn + ΨnΨm = 0, ψ*ψ* + ψ*ψ* = 0,

Let B be the left ideal in A generated by {ψn}n<0 U {Ψΐ}n*o a n d we set V=A/B.

Each element in V is written as a linear combination of

(ΐΓ< < Ϊ'I < 0 ^ j i < <js), which is assigned to a Maya diagram

- - 2 - 1 0 1 2 ..

m 9k β
Jl Jl

The degree and the charge of a monomial f=fir,...,iί;ju...js are defined by

d e g / = - (ii + + «,) + 0"i +

and

X(f) = » - r
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respectively. For an integer m, let Vm be the linear subspace of V spanned by

monomials of charge m.

Now fix any complex number μ and define a family of linear operators Lj

(j e Z) acting on V by left multiplication as follows:

L2 = (1/2) Σ (2n-ϊ)φ.-2φ* + φμ-χ) Σ Φn-iΦt + (l/2)[ Σ Φn-iΦΏ2

neZ neZ neZ

Lt = Σ nψΛ.1ψ + Qΐμ-χ) Σ Φn-xΦt
neZ neZ

Lo = (1/2) Σ(2n + 1) :φHφ*: + (1/2) (μ 2 -^ 2 )
neZ

L-l = Σ nφnφU + 0VV2-X) Σ ΨnVn-l
neZ neZ

L-2 -(1/2) Σ (2n-ί)φnφU + (μμi-χ) Σ MU ~ 0/4)[ Σ ΦnΦUΎ,
neZ neZ neZ

and

LJ+ί=(j-l)-ilLpLΛ for j ^ 2,

where

[ -φ*nψn (ifπ<0).

Then one checks

[L,, L J = (j-k)Lj+k + (1/12) 0*3 -j)δj+k)0

by induction on 7 and k, and so one sees that these operators generate the Virasoro

algebra g.

We set

Ψm-ι (form>0)

/(»)={ 1 (form = 0)

^ψΪ! (form<0),

which will be called the (normalized) ground state vector with the charge m.

For each me Z, the space Vm is stable under the action of g, and/<m> satisfies

L0/o»> = (μ2/2)f(m\ LjfW = 0 for j > 0.

Since deg/ ( m ) = m(m —1)/2, the formal character of Fm is equal to q™(m-i)l2j

φ(q) for every me Z, where <?(#) = ΓL^i (^~"^π) i s ^ e Euler's function. Owing

to the results in [1] or [5], one sees that the g-module Vm is irreducible if and

only if yjlμ is not an integer.
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Let σ be the linear automorphism of V defined by

σ(fi ii;yi....,y.)
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ί r+l,...,ii + l;O,ji + l,.. ., j s+l ffi *1 < """ V

*r+i,...,»2 + i ; j i + i,...,iβ+i ( i f i i = — 1 ) .

Then one checks easily that σ maps Vm onto Vm+l9 and that σ intertwines with the
action of g. So one obtains

THEOREM 1. Fix any μeC. Then the representations of g on Vm's are
mutually equivalent.

2. Irreducible components in Vm

In this section we consider the case of yfϊμeZ; i.e., μ=—njyj2 (neZ).
For integers r ^ l and fe^m —r, we denote by M = M(m; k, r) the Maya diagram

m-r k fc + r - 1

with charge m, and by fM=fM(m;kr) the corresponding vector in V. Especially
for r = 0, M(m; k, 0) is defined to be the Maya diagram corresponding to the
ground state/(m).

By computing LjfMim;kfr) 0 = 1, 2), one sees that/M is killed by Lj with all
positive j if and only if fe= m + n. Moreover one has

/ M and deg/M = m(m - r(r + ή)

for M = M(m; m + n, r), and so, due to the Corollary in p. 444 of [5], the formal
character of the irreducible submodule generated by/M is given by

The sum of these characters over all non-negative integers r is equal to
^ which is just the formal character of Vm. Thus we have proved

THEOREM 2. In case that μ= -nj^Jl (ne Z), the ^-module Vm is reducible
for each me Z, and

{fM; M = M(m; m + n, r), r^Max{0, -n}}

is a complete set of the highest weight vectors of the irreducible components of Vm.
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3. Remarks

Finally we remark here on a relationship of our representations with the
usual Fodc representations of the Virasoro algebra. In [10], we proved that
{χγ(yf2x)} exhaust the highest weight vectors in C[x1? x2,...], where χγ is the
character polynomial of the (r, r + n)-rectangular Young diagram Y. Under the
correspondence between Maya diagrams (or equivalently, Young diagrams) and
Schur polynomials, the Virasoro operators turn out to be given by

neZ

in the Fermion picture.

Now the change of variables x*-*yj2x induces a deformation of lj involving
interactions of four Fermions, and our constructions of {Lj}jeZ can also be inter-
preted along these lines.
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